1460 MPH

Style

Sizing

1460

LCN 1460 SERIES

This is the new look of the LCN 1460
series. The popular non-handed,
non-sized 1460 is now available with an
optional Designer Series metal cover that
gives you a choice to enhance your
entrances.

The new 1460 series spans the full size
range of 1-6 to meet all opening requirements with just one universal cylinder.

Installation Time is Cut in Half

Speed

1

2

3

Determine the mounting location. Stick
the no measure template to the door and
frame. The template pinpoints every hole
to be drilled and assures that the 1460
will be installed fast and accurately.

Secure the Rapidor™ hands-free bracket
per the template with new self reaming
and tapping screws. Now adjust the
spring power with the rotation indicator
which signals each revolution.

Snap the spring tube into the bracket
clamp and slide the cylinder pins into the
bracket. Complete the mounting with
self reaming and tapping screws. Attach
the arm, pop on the cover and the 1460
is up and running faster than any closer
ever installed.

Color

More Choices

You now have the option to complement
your design with a choice of closer colors.
Choose from over 7 standard, 180
powder coated and 11 plated finishes.
LCN’s powder coating provides superior
protection from color fading
and weathering.

The Traditional Look

Standard 1460 Cover

Multiple Cover Options
Leave it to LCN to offer a choice.
The popular slim line non-metallic cover will
be the standard with all 1460 orders unless the
new Designer Series cover is specified.
LCN also offers an optional full cover and a
slim line cover without the feature strip.
Refer to the LCN CD or General Catalog.
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